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SECOND SEMESTER

204 - RIEMANN INTEGRAL & SEQUENCE AND

SERIES QT'FUNC1IIONS

Answer all questions

Time: Two hoursl

be a bounded real valued function on [a,bl. Explain *'hat is

by the statement that "/ is Riemann integrable over [4, b]"

th the usual notations, prove that a bounded real valu€d fu[c-

J on [o,6] is Riemann integrable if and only iffor given r > 0,

exists a pa.tition P of [4, 6] such that

u\P, J) - L@, J) < c.

klRsuchthatrnl f(s)SM Vr €[a,6] thcn there exists

'iMl such that | ̂
' 
I tn)a, = u(, - o) .

that if / is Riemann integrable over lo,6] and there exist

'f is Riemann integrable over [a,D]. Prore that .fl is

tl^'rsl"'t.integrable over [a, b] and



fb
2. Wlen is an integri I IVI at said lo bc an imprr,pc- inr,gral ot

J"
first kind, the second kind and the third kind?

(a) If 0 < /(r) !9(r) for ali [o,oo) and if /(a) and 9(c) are contin

uous on [o, oo).prove that
[6(i) il I g(r\dr corvergps lhen I I r)a, corv.rqes.Ja .1"

tiil I f" Irr4r diverpes rhc! 
l"- s,.,tt" ai,ne,,.

(bl Discuss the conrergerLrn ol thc improper i,,"E ul 
l"o :3,

(c) Tcsr tlre conveLgencp ol,hc following:
/€

(i) / -a a.;Jo r" + 1:2

. /_ srn ]i.(rr) ,l _:-.
Jo \/I-.t tlr

3. De6ne the term "Uniform convergence,, of a sequence of functions

(a) Prove that the sequence of functions defincd on E converges

formly on ,E if and only if every e > 0 there exists .in integer

such that lfi(a) -,i-(r) < e for alt c € .B and fol all m,n )
(b) Suppose {/o} is a sequence of reai valued functions diflerenti

on [o, b] and such that {,f"(r6)} converges for some poinis,0

[a,61, Prove that if {/;} converges uniformly on lo,b], then il
converges uniformly on [o, b] to a diferentiable function l.
l'@)= )::!li"@, v re la,bl.

(c) Provide a sequence of functions {/,} converges to a lunction f
an interval [0, 1] such that /{(c) and /,(z) exist anrl tim 

"/i(c)



(a) Let {/,} be a secluence of real valued funchions defined on t q R)<&!
Suppose that for eaih n e N, there is a constant M, such that

where

E.

lJ"@)l 3 M", for all € .E

! M" converges. Prove that I J, converges uniformly on

also that

{or all c € E, all n. e N.

(b) tet {/,}, {9,} be two sequences of functions defined over a non

empty 6et .E q lR. Suppose

i. ls"l = lt/a(,)l < M

ii f 1or+r(o) - gk(o) corverges uniformly in E.
k=t

iii. 9" -----+ 0 uniformll in E.

Prove that I /n(r)gn(") converges uniformly in E.
t=1

I / r\6
) Show thar ) + where o > 0 convergcs unilormly in JR.

- n -+ o,r,.


